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United States
General Accounting Oftice
Washington, D.C. 20548

Human Resources Division

B-225966

February 19# 1987

The Honorable William V. Roth Jr.
united States Senate

Dear Senator Roth:

In response to your March 27, 1986, request for information to
aid the Congress in evaluating proposed welfare reforms and
later.discussions with your office, we have developed infor-
mation on (1) major welfare system design issues and (2) the
sources and income levels of sampled families receiving Aid to.
Families With Dependent Children (AFDC). This is our briefing
report on the system design issues. We will report on AFDC
families' incomes later.

We have categorized the results of our work into four areas:
(1) benefit targeting and adequacy, (2) system complexity, (3)
work incentives versus dependency, and (4) impact on the family
unit. These areas correspond to the welfare issues being dis-
cussed by the administration and those persistently addressed
by researchers and the federal government over the last decade.

This report presents these issues in terms of questions that
should be considered in debating welfare reform. The report is
based on our review of about 100 major welfare studies com-
pleted since 1975; interviews with federal, state, and local
welfare officials; the results of GAO's past and ongoing wel-
fare work; and an analysis of the Census Bureau's Survey of
Income and Program Participation (SIPP) data. 'During this
review, we conferred with a number of welfare experts. Those
debating welfare should first agree on such basic terms as
welfare, poverty, and income, which are often defined differ-
ently. Varying types and numbers of programs are described as
welfare, various standards are used to measure poverty' and
various definitions are used for income.

A summary of the results of our work follows.

BENEFIT TARGETING AND ADEQUACY

Resolving this issue requires answering at least two basic
questions: "Whom should welfare serve?" and "How much should
recipients get?"
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Whom Should Welfare_Serve?

The answer to this question depends on whether welfare is
expected to respond, on a program-by-program basis, to in-
dividuals'demonstrated needs or eradicate, or significantly
reduce, poverty.

Much of the frustration voiced about the present system seems
based on the assumption that it is dedicated primarily to
reducing or eradicating poverty, and it is not. The present
system quite definitely seeks to respond to individual needs.
Most programs do not restrict their_benefits to persons with
incomes below the federal poverty line. Moreover, some persons
whose incomes are below the poverty line do not receive
benefits.

How Much_Should_.Recipients-Get?

The answer to this question Also depends on what we want wel-
fare to achieve--answer specific needs or raise people's income
to the poverty lint2. Researchers generally evaluate the ade-
quacy of welfare by determining whether benefits, along with
other incomes, will lift recipients to the poverty line. Yet
researchers and GAO have concerns about the appropriateness of
the poverty line as a standard (e.g., it does not reflect
geographic differences). Also, there remains the problem of
accurately determining wrlfare family income. Barriers we en-
countered in identifying AFDC family income sources and amounts
include (1) determining income available for a recipient who
lives with nonrecipients; (2) determining participation in
other programs, such as housing and lbod stamp; and (3) valuing
in-kind benefits.

Variations within and among programs cause recipients in simi-
lar circumstances to receive different benefit amounts, thus
raising some but not others to the poverty line. As a result
researchers have concluded that some recipients are treated
unfairly.

COMPLEXITY

Legislative, oversight, and administrative responsibilities for
welfare programs are scattered among many entities (see figure
3 on p. 20). Welfare is often criticized as complex, costly,
and inefficient; How to deliver benefits in a way that makes
sense to recipients, administrators, and taxpayers requires
answering at least three questions: What form should benefits
take? How should they be delivered? How should delivery and
benefit costs be funded?

What Form Should Benefits Take?

Welfare benefits take two forms, cash and in-kind, such as food
stamps and medical care. Which form should be provided is a

2
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subject of continuing disputes In-kind expenditures have
grown steadily over- the past 20 years and now comprise over 70
percent of all federal 6,penditures on 95 means-tested welfare
programs.

Research does not show clearly whether in-kind programs are
more advantageous to recipients or taxpayers than a single cash
program. It does show_that the many in-kind programs lead to
many recipients participating in several programs and, thus, to
more eligibility determinations and administrative records.
This complexity has led to mere computer matching to verify
data provided by applicants and recipients, which in turn has
raised privacy concerns.

How Should Benefits Be Delivered?

The current complex, fragmented delivery system is seen as
inefficient and costly, and causes widespread dissatisfaction
among recipients, administrators, and taxpayers. We are'eval-
uating integration of services as a way to reduce comple*ity
and thereby improve recipient access to programs, eliminate
needless bureaucracy, and reduce administrative costs. In a
recent GAO survey, most stated indicated that integrating
services could increase welfare participation and decrease
administrative costs,

How Should Delivery and
._,

Benefit Costs Be Funded?- _ _-

Researchers say some pro -ifaM funding interactions treate
incentives for states to shift benefit costs to the federal
government. For example, some argue that states are reluctant
to raise AFDC benefits (roughly half of which are paid for by
the states) because of the interaction with Food Stamp bene-
fits, which are fully federally funded. If a state raises its
AFDC payments, Food Stamp benefits are lowered for persons par-
ticipating in both programs. The extent to which this inter-
action influences states decisions to set AFDC benefit levels
is unknown.

Resea-ohers also report that funding arrangements for some
progr AZ lead to an inequitable distribution of federal funds
among states. For example, they report:that federal cost shar-
ing for AFDC and Medicaid has resulted in some states, which
rank high in_per capita income and pay higher benefit :Levels
under more liberal eligibility standards, receiving a higher
level of federal funds than so e lower per capita income
states.

WORK/DBPENDENCY

Research indicates the present system has features that might
reduce incentives for recipients to work. The effect of these
features on recipient work behavior has been debated
extensively,
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Is Work zed?

Resear.f. arls n(-t 71Atfiicate conclusively that the receipt of
welfay s a nis,j=r e)sincentive to work. Conversely, welfare
appean halv, aorm little to actively encourage work. To
addre 'a&ter issue, legislation was passed in 1981 that
allowe0 states new i;Dptions in establishing work requirements
for sorq 9rogra*P4 and the administration proposed making work
requillftnt.1; man:latory for AFDC recipients. We have studied
and gaz sL).1dyil51 work programs run by state AFDC agencies to
deterivime f tirrvy car' effectively help recipients leave wel-
fare lave found that some state work programs have had
encourraglni rcsults, but the long-term prospects of the pro-
grame rkmo tuncertain.

FAmmy TJNIT-

Research dOes not support the view that welfare encourages
two-parent families to break up, or that unmarried women have
children in order to become eligible for benefits.

Are Families_Adversely Affected?

Concerns over_welfare's impact on family stability stem largely
from AFDC's single-parent focus.. About half the states have .

not elected the option of providing AFDC to two-parent families
when the principal wage earner is unemployed. However, re-
search indicates that (1) the focus of the AFDC program does
not cause families to break up to receive benefits, and (2)
welfare does not appear to encourage unmarried women to have
children in order to become eligible for benefits (though it
may influence their decision to live independently).

As requested by your office, we did not obtain formal agency
comments on this_report. However, we discussed our work with
officials at various federal agencies when we were identifying
pertinent research in the area. As agreed, unless you publicly
announce the contents earlier, we plan no further distribution
of this briefing report until 30 days after its isSue date. At
that time, we will send copies to other interested parties and
make copies available to others who request them.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph P. Delfico
Senior Associate Director

4
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WELFARETISSUBS TO_CONSIDER IN

ASSESSING PROPOSALS FOR_REFORM_

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. welfare system has been and continues to be
criticized. Despite a number of major reform proposals offered in
recent years, few changes have been made to the system's basic
design. The Reagan administration's concerns over the effects and
costs of welfare have renewed interest in reforming the welfare
system. In December 1986, the President's Domestic Policy Council
issued a draft report on the results of its study of welfare,
which is expected to lead to reform proposals. To assist the
Congress in evaluating proposed reforms, we have .surveyed welfare
issues that are persistently studied and debated, but remain
unresolved.

Welfare/Welfare_System

There is no common agreement on the programs that constitute
welfare. It may mean a few basic asaistance programs centered on
the Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) program or as
many as the 95 needs-based programs identified in our report
Federal Benefit Programs.: A Profile (GAO/HRD-86-14, Oct. 17,
1985). The 95 Programs provide Seven kinds of assistance--cash,
education, food, housing, medical, jobs and employment, and var-
ious other services--to low-income, needy, and/or distressed
individuals.

To test for need, the income and assets available to an
individual or family are assessed. Then, based on a set of
program-specific need and payment standards, a determination is
made as to whether the individual or family qualifies for assist-
ance and at what revel.

In recent years, annual federal expenditures for the 95
programs have totaled more than $90 billion. The major programs
in the system targeted specifically to people with low income are
AFDC, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Medicaid, Food Stamp,
Public and Section 8 Housing, and the School Breakfast and Lunch
programs.

Welfare Reci-ients

Poverty studies by the Census Bureau have shown that in
recent years around 30 million persons, or about 14 percent of the
nation's population, generally lived in poverty at any one time.
The incidence and number of people in poverty vary greatly among
demographic groups. Children, blacks, Hispanics, women, and
persons living in single-parent families are more likely to be

7



poor than the aged, whites, -a es, and persons living in married
couple families.

Welfare recipients generally are single- or two-parent fami-
lies with children, or the aged, blind, and disabled. According
to estimates based on the Census Bureau's latest Survey of Income
and Program Participation (SIPP), about one in five households
nationwide was receiving welfare benefits in September 1983, as
shown in table 1.

Table 1:

Setptember 1983 Estimates_of
Parti_ -ation in Selected We Pro rams

Total U.S. households-84,756,000

Participating in one or
more welfare programs

Participation in ?rogr_ams in
research we reviewed:

_

Food Stamp
Medicaid
Free School Lunch
SSI
AFDC
Public Housing
Free School Breakfast
Energy Assistance
Section 8 Housing

Percentage
of all U.S.
households

100.00

18.02

7.34
6.27
5.54
3.18
3.12
2.57
1.89
1.65
1.63

Because programs often are targeted to overlapping groups,
many recipients participate in several programs simultaneously.
More than 8 out of 10 householdS on welfare participated in two or
more programs during September 1983, according to the SIPP data.
About half the households participated :r; three or more programs.

Interest in Welfare Reform

The aggregation of federally sponsored programs that make up
the present welfare "system" evolved from a small cash grant
effort that was born with the passage of the Social Security Act
in. 1935. Over the ensuing half century, this system has grown,
diversified, and inspired and frustrated reform efforts. A more
detailed history of the system and attempts to reform it may be
found in appendix I.

10



The President' in his February 41 1986, State of the Union
Address, and administration officials, in later discussions of the
need for the study by the President's Domestic Policy Council/
contended that welfare

-- is ineffectively targeted and sometimes ina e-uate (some
persons who are not poor receive benefitd-, Wh7Je Some poor
do not receive enough);

-- is needlessly comRlex (causing administrative problems,
unnecessary costs, and applicant/recipient confusion);

-- undermines the work ethic and fosters dependency; and

threatens_the_family_unit (discourages two-parent familiesandlay encourage out-of-wedlock births).

These concerns correspond to major welfare design issues research-ers have been studying over the last 10 years.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE- AND METHODOLOGY

Our objective was to develop an overview of the major welfare
design issues. To identify issues, we examined more than 100 wel-
fare studies completed since 1975 and interviewed federal, state,and local welfare officials. We_also drew on results of our pastand ongoing welfare work, including an analysis of the CensusBureau's SIP? data and reviews of welfare program case files for1r400 families in four states. To avoid focusing on problems inindividual programs, we selected studies that included two or moremajor welfare programs. We did not assess the methodology used inthe studies reviewed. Finally, we conferred with a number of wel-fare experts, two of whom commented on a draft of this report.

The studies were identified through bibliographic data bases,reference lists, and discussions with welfare consultants and withfederal welfare officials at the Departments of Health and HumanServices, Agriculture, and Housing and Urban Development. Weidentified hundreds of newspaper articles and editorials, magazinearticles, technical journal articles, books, studies, and reportson welfare problems. A bibliography of the major studies re-viewed appears at the end of this report, and a list of GAO's
welfare reports issued between 1980 and 1987 is in appendix III.

We developed data on welfare program participation by analyz-ing the Census Bureau's SIPP data. These data represent informa-tion obtained on income and federal program participation from astratified sample of about 20,000 households nationwide--a nation-ally projectable sample. We used the SIPP data and the CensusBureau's estimating methodologies to make nationwide estimates of

9
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program participation for September 1983. Appendix II contains
further explanations of these methodologies. Rather than indepen-
dently validating the reliability of the SIPP data, we accepted
the Census Bureau's procedures to ensure data reliability.

NEED_FOR AGREEMENT ON
DEFINITION OF TERMS

To avoid confusicn, those debating welfare issues should
first agree on the meaning of certain terms which are assigned
various definitions. Examples:

Welfare/Welfare System. As stated on page 7, there is no common
, agreement on ehe programs that constitute welfare. In the litera-
ture, varying types and numbers of programs are described as
welfare.

Poverty may mean having income below (1) the poverty threshold
establlshed by the Census Bureau; (2) states' standards, developed
for specific programs, such as the needs standard_each state de-
velops for AFDC; or (3) federal qross income eligibility thresh-
olds established for programs such as the Food Stamp program.

Figure 1: Measures of Poverty
(January 1986

Food Stamp Program

Vermont AFDC Need Standard

Census Bureau Poverty Line

Kentucky AFDC Need Standard

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Income for o Family of Three

(DeMons p.r Month)



Income as used by researchers to determine who is poor sometimes
1s-defined as cash income only, and sometimes as cash and all
in-kind benefits such as food stamps, and sometimes as cash and
all in-kind benefits except Medicaid. How income is defined can
significantly affect the extent to which an individual or family
is lifted toward or above the poverty line. _The Census Bureau
uses only cash income to determine the official poverty rate but
has published data that demonstrate that including in-kind income
significantly alters the poverty rate.

Figure 2: Effect of Valuing lnkindBenefits on the Number of People
Classified as in Poverty
(1985)

Before Valuing Inkind Benefits

After Valuing Food and Housing

After Valuing Food. Housing and MedicI Care

THE ISSUES

15 20
Percent of Population

in Poverty

In this report, we framed the issues as questions we believethe Congress and others should consider as they debate proposalsto reform welfare. While considerable research has been conducted
on these questions, surprisingly few answers have been suggested.Resolution of the issues requires policymakers to make difficult
value judgments.



Benefit Targeting and Adequacy

Benefit targeting and adequacy encompass at least two basic
questions: "Whom should welfare serve?" and "How much should
recipients get?" Opposing political views, as well as problems
with how to measure poverty and determine income and living costs,
have thwarted attempts to answer these questions.

Whom Should Welfare Serve?

The answer to this question depends on the answer to another:
What should welfare achieve? And this second question has at
least two answers: (1) A meaningful response, on a program-by-
program basis, to individuals' demonstrated needs, or (2) erad-
ication, or at least significant reduction, of poverty.

The present welfare effort seeks to respond to individual
needs. Much of the frustration voiced about the present system
seems to be based on the assumption that it is dedicated to erad-
icating or significantly reducing poverty. It is not, This is
evident when one considers that welfare programs do not tie income
eligibility directly to the federally established poverty thresh-
olds. Clients of some programs include those whose income is
above the poverty line. Other programs restrict eligibility to
those whose incomes are well below the poverty line.

Defining the yoorThe federal government defines _r"
through poverty thresholds that vary by family size. A family is
officially poor if its cash income is below the threshold, or
poverty line, by even one dollar. If its income exceeds the
threshold, the family is not poor.

Official poverty thresholds originated at the Social Security
Administration in.h:54. The poverty line was based on the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's (USDA's) 1961 Economy Food Plan and
sought to reflect consumption requirements based on family size
and composition. The formula that produced the poverty line was
derived from USDA's 1955 Survey of Food Consumption, which found
that families of three or more spend about a third of their income
on food. Thus, the poverty line was set at three times the cost
of the economy food plan. The poverty thresholds have been up-
dated annually since 1969 to reflect changes in the Consumer Price
Index.

Targeting BenefitsEvaluations of how well benefits have
been targeted have attempted to show the extent to which the poor
are receiving benefits and whether the benefits are lifting them
out of poverty. Since these evaluations are tied to the poverty
line, we believe interpreting their results is dependent on the
validity of the often-criticized poverty line. Researchers report
the following weaknesses in the poverty line:

1 2
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The costs and spending patterns assumed by the povertyformula have changed. For instance, recent surveys havefound low-income families spend less than one-third of
their income on food.

The poverty line does not reflect geographic and family
differences other than family size. A 1984 study by the
University of Wisconsin's institute for Research on
Poverty found that: urban living costs were 18 percent
higher than rural costs; a teenager in the household
raised basic costs by 8 percent; and families with twoadults had expenditures 18 percent greater than single-
adult households of the same size.

Targeting benefits to families in poverty is difficult be-cause, as stated earlier, income eligibility standards vary amongprograms and are not tied directly to the poverty_line. Forexample, in 31 states federal gross income eligibility standardsfor AMC benefits and Medicaid are above the poverty line, and theFood Stamp program allows gross income of up to 130 percent of thepoverty line. Also, because most recipients participate in sev-eral programs simultaneously_and because benefits of the variousprograms are not fully coordinated, many recipient incomes, afterwelfare benefits, exceed poverty thresholds.

A 1985 study by the Advisory Commission on IntergovernmentalRelations1 of four major welfare programs showed that for eachdollar spent, the poverty gap--that is, the difference between theincome of all the officially poor and the poverty line--was re-duced by less than 50 cents. Specifically, the Commission re-ported that welfare expenditures in 1983 totaled $127 billion, ormore than twice the $62 billion poverty gap. Cash transfers andin-kind benefits at market value for food stamps, housing andmedical benefits totaled $77.4 billion in 1983 and reduced thepoverty gap by $33.8 billion, or a 44-percent efficiency of pov-erty gap_reduction to amount spent, according to the study. Thestudy said that although no one expects a one-to-one correspond-ence between dollars spent and poverty alleviated, the 1983efficiency ratio may be unacceptably low.

The study said also that the small ratio of poverty gapreduction to welfare dollars spent is due, in part, to the dif-ficulty of targeting benefits to lift recipients only up to thepoverty threshold. Many welfare recipients in 1983 were above the

1This Commission was created by the Congress in 1959 to monitorthe operation of the American federal system and to recommend
improvements. It is a permanent national bipartisan bodyrepresenting the executive and legislative branches of federal,state, and local governments and the public.

13 _15



poverty line after receipt of benefits, yet any benefits received
in excess of the poverty line were not coun ed as reducing the
poverty gap, according to the study.

Another problem with targeting benefits only up to poverty
thresholds is the potential work disincentive effect. If benefits
were capped at the poverty line, they would be reduced dollar for
dollar if earnings raised total income (including cash and in-kind
welfare benefits) above the line. Such a cap may result in a
significant work disincentive, as discussed on pages 24-25,

Some Sligible_Fersons Do Not Participate in Welfare- So e
persons who would be eligible for welfare do hat Participate
reportedly because they

are not provided local outreach services to make them
aware of the programs and help them apply for benefits,

-- perceive that society places a stigma on receiving wel-
fare, and

have difficulty dealing with the forms and procedures
necessary to receive assistance.

A 1976 survey by the Washington Urban League of low-income
families in Washington, D.C., showed less than half the respond-
ents to a questionnaire had been to a local social service agency
to get information on programs and benefits that might be avail-
able to them. Similarly, in 1983 USDA estimated that more than 40
percent of those persons eligible for food stamps did not partici-
pate because they did not know they were eligible

Research showed that the stigma of receiving welfare can
cause hardships. GAO reported in 1981, for example, that some
landlords were reluctant to rent to welfare recipients. Negative
attitudes toward welfare recipients are reflected in the reg-
ulations and procedures of programs as well as the attitudes of
administrators, according to a 1977 report by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. In 1983, a researcher reported
that, in the Food Stamp program, almost 1 in 10 persons eligible
but not participating said they did not participate because of
welfare stigma.

Researchers have also found that persons needing welfare
often are poorly equipped--because of functional illiteracy,
physical or mental disability, or a heritage of discrimination--
to complete the forms and follow the procedures necessary to
receive assistance.

14 16



How Much Should Reci ients Get?

The answer to this question also depends on what one wants
welfare to achieve--answer specific needs or raise people's income
above the poverty level.

Using a variety of methods, the federal government sets bene-
fit levels for some programs, such as Food Stamp and SSI. For
other programs, such as AFDC and Medicaid, it influences benefit
levels through control of matching funds, but the states retain
substantial discretion in setting benefit levels. In AFDC, for
example, each state establishes a needs standard (which represents
the income needed for such necessities as food, shelter, clothing,
and utilities) and then pays all or a portion of the standard.
Because all goals of adequacy are subject to federal and state
budgetary constraints, benefits actually provided may be signif-
icantly less than the level of adequacy.

22n2fil_A42qmAga--What constitutes an adequate level of bene-fits? This question assumes a benchmark of adequacy. The bench-
mark frequently used by researchers is the poverty line. Yet,
researchers and GAO have doubts about using the line in this way_because of the weaknesses discussed on page 13. Moreover, even ifthe poverty line were an adequate benchmark, there remains theproblem of accurately defining what constitutes income. In the
absence of a generally accepted definition, some researchers haveused cash income and in-kind benefits to compare against the pov-erty line while others have used cash income only.

Obstacles we encountered in trying to identify sources andamounts of income include

determining what income is available_for recipient support
in a household where the recipient lives with non-
recipients,

determining the number of programs a recipient partici-
pates in, and

valuing -kind program benefits.

The largest obstacle is valuing in-kind benefits, which haveburgeoned over the past two decades and today account for about 70percent of all welfare costs. The method used to value in-kind
benefits can significantly influence the resulting income
amounts. For example, in a 1984 study, the Census Bureau used
three methods to value food, housing, a;.16 medical benefits:

-- Market value = the cost of purchasing similar benefits in
the merke-t.

1 5
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-- Recipient _value = amount unsubsidized consumers with char-
acteristics similar to recipients (income, family size,
etc.) pay for goods or services; e.g., housing, food,
medical care.

-- Poverty _budget_share upper dollar limits assigned to
benefit values* based on current poverty thresholds and
expenditures by families at or near the poverty line.

The highest income amounts resulted from using the market value
method, the least from using the recipient value method.

Even if an agreed-upon valuation method can be found, there
is no agreement that in-kind income is the same as cash income.
Medical benefits, for example, are the most controversial in-kind
benefit to value because some researchers believe the assumed in-
come distorts perceptions about a recipient's well-being. Medical
benefits alone sometimes exceed the poverty line. The Advisory
Commission on intergovernmental Relations argued that, unlike food
and housing needs, the health needs of families in comparable
circumstances vary enormously depending on household size, age,
region, and other demographic factors. A 1980 GAO report noted
that, until a value for medical benefits was added, many welfare
families had incomes below the poverty line.

In a Census Bureau study, the value of medical benefits in
the years 1978-82 accounted for about half to two-thirds of the
total poverty reduction, depending on the method used to value in-
kind benefits. Thus, many families are assumed to be above the
poverty line based on income derived from valuing medical
benefits.

Overlapping benefits can cause some recipients to receive
more benefits than may be needed. For example, a 1978 GAO report
noted that some households receiving benefits from the Food Stamp,
AFDC, School Lunch, and School Breakfast programs obtained between
104 and 192 percent of the basic needs prescribed by USDA's
Thrifty Food Plen dietary guidelines. Food needs were exceeded
without counting any other household income.

E.uit of Benefit Distributions--Some programs are criticized
for variations In benem t amounts that are considered inequita-
ble. For example, states individually set AFDC benefit levels
that vary widely between and within states and cause differences
in the amounts of benefits received by similarly situated fami-
lies. In January 1986 considerably higher maximum monthly AFDC
benefits were available to a family of three living in Kansas
City, Kansas, than a similar family living across the river in
Kansas City, Missouri ($394 versus $274). Conversely, because
Food Stamp benefits are_reduced for AFDC benefits, lower Food
Stamp benefits were available to the Kansas family than the Mis-
souri family ($163 versus $199).
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kk150 families can receive different benefit levels depending
on whether the state enrolls in federal pr.ogram options, such as
the AFDC options to (1) extend assistance to unemployed two-parent
families, (2) provide aid to pregnant women, and (3) provide emer-
gency assistance to eligible families.

A 1980 GAO report found that a welfare family's fin- ial
well-being is significantly affected by the availabilit fed-
eral housing assistance. A welfare family in 1980 who lived in
subsidized housing had about $1,900 more in annual income than did
a similar welfare family who liqed in nonsubsidized housing. The
family in subsidized housing had extra available cash. Because of
funding shortages in 1984, subsidized housing was available to
only 15 to 20 percent of families who were income eligible.
Shortages of subsidized housing result in an inequity between
those who are in subsidized housing and those who must obtain
housing in the marketplace.

Complexity

Welfare is criticized as complex, costly, and inefficient.
How to deliver benefits in a way that makes sense to recipients,
administrators, and taxpayers, in our vic 1 requires answering
three questions: What form should benefits take? How should they
be delivered? How should delivery and benefit costs be funded?

What Form Should Benefits Take?

Welfare benefits take two forms--cash and in-kind. Decidingin which form to give benefits is a controversial issue. One
researcher suggested that in-kind programs are a political neces-
sity that must be maintained to ensure taxpayer support for the
welfare system.

Over the past 20 years, in-kind expenditures have grown
steadily and now account for about 70 percent of total federal
welfare expenditures. Research provides arguments for and against
in-kind benefits but gives no clear answer as to whether they are
more advantageous than a single cash program. Research does show
that in-kind programs lead to_many recipients participating in
several programs simultaneously and, thus, to more eligibility
determinations and administrative records. This complexity hasled to more computer matching to verify information provided by
applicants and recipients, which in turn has raised privacy
concerns.

The major arguments surrounding in-kind versus cash benefitsare whether

-- providing in-kind benefits instead of cash is necessary to
prevent inappropriate spending choices by recipients,

1 7
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-- one form creates more of a work disincentive than the
other, and

-- one form is more efficient in reducing poverty than the
other.

Some researchers have argued that recipients may demonstrate
immature behavior and, therefore, ir-kind programs are needed to
increase control over client use of benefits. The Advisory Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations said recipients may not be
willing or able to make appropriate spending choices. For ex-
ample, some parents may not save out the food money from a cash
benefit or know how to prepare a nutriti.ous meal and, thus, school
lunch and breakfast programs appear to be appropriate to assure
proper nutrition for their children.

An experiment made in the late 1960's and early 19701s2
showed that welfare recipients' work efforts decreased as guaran-
teed cash incomes were increased. This hat been taken to support
the view that increasing cash benefits reduces work efforts. On
the c,ther hand, it has been argued that work efforts are reduced
because many in-kind benefits are reduced by earned income.

A researcher at the University of Wisconsin's Institute for
Research on Poverty argued that some recipients, such as aged SSI
recipients, are not expected to work and, thus, would not be af-
fected by the form of benefits.

In 1985, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions reported that in-kind programs are_not as efficient as cash
programs in reducing poverty. By comparing the total amount spent
on benefits in each program to the total amount the program re-
duces the poverty gap, an "efficiency ratio" was calculated. The
efficiency ratio for cash transfer programs was higher than for
food stamps, housing, and medical care programs regardless of the
method used to value the in-kind benefits. Presumably, more of
the in-kind programs' funds go to the nonpoor or to cover admin-
istrative and other program costs than does the cash programs'
funds, according to the Commission's report.

The efficiency of in-kind programs in reducing poverty may
depend on their objectives. For example, the primary objective of
the Medicaid program is not to reduce poverty, but to provide
adequate medical care to low-income persons.

2Seattle-Oenver Income Maintenance Experiment see p. 2= .
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Hosl Should Sehef-ts_Se_De ive ed?

Which of the many current administrative arrangements for
delivering benefits is best? A few programs--such as SS' and
Earned income Tax Credit (EITC)--are administered for the most
part by the federal department or agency. Many of the large
programs--such as AFDC, Food Stamp, and Medicaid--rely on complex
federal-state administrative networks. Other programs--such as
housing--are administered by local governments or private land-
lords. Thus, states and local agencies have significant roles
delivering benefits and, in many cases, a great deal of flexibil-
ity in how they organize and manage their welfare agencies. (Seefigure 3.)

Research findings consistently point out that the current
benefit system--coMprising up to 95 programs--is administratively
inefficient and costly, and that greater uniformity in welfare
program regulations' procedures,_definitions, and terminology isnepded. The system's lack of uniformity, researchers say, is a
result of the fragmented, uncoordinated, and complex interactions
between programs.

Researchers argue that inefficiency and high cost have been
built into the system because it provides a substantial number ofbenefits through in-kind programs rather than cash. Welfare'scost and complexity also are seriously affected by the extensive
administrative networks used to deliver welfare benefits. The
organization of welfare programs, which has evolved piecemeal over50 years, has diffused congressional oversight and complicated
intergovernmental administrative networks.

A 1980 report by a federal interagency eligibility simpli-
fication project revealed widespread dissatisfaction:

-- Recipients find programs difficult to understand, arbi-
trary and_duplicative in their requirements, slow and
unresponsive in meeting vital needs, and exhausting.

-- Administrators at the state and local level find paperwork
requirements burdensome, regulations overly restrictive,
and the programs unresponsive to change or reform.

-- Taxpayers view the programs as inefficient wasteful, anderror prone.

The study found that implementing integrated case management sys-tems with automated eligibility features would save substantial
administrative costs and lead to reduced error rates, improved
services to clients, and reduced administrative workload.
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Figure 3: Administrative Network For Selected Basic Needs Welfare Programs
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In 1985, we reported that the differing and complex require-
ments of welfare programs affect how they interrelate in serving
people. Each program has its own authorizing legislation and
reulations. Operating rules (pi the various governmental levels
involved in running the programs vary by program and state. Be-
sides resulting in losses and inefficiencies, program differences
have added to the confusion of administrators, recipients, and
potential recipients. Further, we reported that the complexity
caused agencies to extensively rely on computermatching to reduce
errors and prevent fraud. The extensiveness of matching raises
concerns about intrusions into individual privacy.

Total administrative costs of providing multiple benefits to
a single recipient or family are higher than they would be if
administration were centrally coordinated for all programs.
Eligibility, for example, usually is individually determined by
each program. This means that, because of widespread multiple-
program participation, many recipients must go through having
eligibility determined several times.

The 1977 Federal Paperwork Commission study found that up to
80 percent of administrative costs were related to eligibility
determinations. The Commission concluded that cross-program
eligibility determination costs could be reduced significantly if
a single document were used to determine and verify eligibility,
particularly in state-administered programs.

We are evaluating states' demonstration projects to determine
if integration of services can reduce complexity and, thereby,
improve access to recipients, eliminate needless bureaucracy, and
reduce administrative costs. Most states have indicated that
integrating services could increase welfare participation and
decrease both federal and state administrative costs.

How Should the Delivery and_
.

Senefit_ acists_Be Funded?

Currently a variety of funding arrangements exist. For some
programs, such as social services and energy assistance, the fund-
ing amount is capped, while in many of the larger programs, such
as Medicaid and AFDC. it is open-ended. For many programs, the
federal and state governments share program costs. The cost-
sharing percentage varies among programs.

Researchers have_found xhat program funding interactions for
some programs create incentives for states to shift benefit costs
to the federal government. They cite the AFDC and Food Stamp
programs' federal/state benefit cost-sharing arrangements as an
incentive for states to maintain AFDC benefit levels rather than
increase them.
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Food Stamp benefits, set and paid entirely by the federal
government, are offset in part by AFDC benefits, set and partially
paid by the states. So, if a state maintains a low AFDC payment,
which is 50 percent federally funded, recipients receive higher
Food Stamp benefits and the federal government pays a larger share
of total benefits. When other program offsets are included, the
incentive becomes greater for a state to maintain its AFDC payment
level. A-1982 report by the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations said that, in some states, AFDC benefits would
have to be increased by.$1.43 to raise total recipient income by a
dollar. Whether such a disincentive actually affects states'
decisions in setting AFDC benefit levels is uncertain.

Researchers also report that, contrary to congressional
intent, many states that rank high in per capita income receive a
higher level of federal funds for some programs than states with
lower per capita income. For example, the cost-sharing system for
AFDC and Medicaid was designed to provide fiscal equity by ad-
justing the sharing ratio to reflect a state's ability to pay for
these programs. The federal matching_percentage is inversely
related to state per capita income, with a sliding scale ranging
from 50 to 78 percent. The 1982 report of the Advisory Commission
showed that the distribution of funds has favored many states that
rank high in per capita income and pay higher benefit levels under
more liberal eligibility standards than do some states with lower
per capita income, because the cost-sharing formula does not ad-
just for benefit level and participation differences between
states.

Work/Dependency

It is sometimes charged that welfare removes the need and
desire to work. Research indicates the present system has design
features that could reduce incentives to work. The effect of
these features on work behavior, however, is unclear. While
research does not clearly support the contention that welfare
creates a disincentive to work, it appears that welfare has done
little to actively encourage work. Legislation passed in 1981,
however, has allowed states the option of establishing new work
programs. _We are studying these new work programs to determine
how effective they are in helping recipients become independent of
welfare. Our previous work found some work demonstration projects
had encouraging results, but the long-term prospects.for reducing
welfare dependency, and thus the welfare rolls, remain unclear.

Researchers have found movement on and off AFDC is widespread
and that most AFDC recipients depend on welfare for less than 8
years. Studies of welfare dependency have centered on AFDC re-
cipients and have consistently.found_that they fall into three
groups: (1) short-term users (1 to 2 years), (2) moderate users
(3 to 7 years), and (3) long-term users (8 or more years). Based
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on a single period of time on AFDC, research shows that about one-
half_to two-thirds of all AFDC recipients are short-term users,
one-fourth to one-third are moderate users, and only a few are
long-term users. Research allowing for multiple periods of time
on AFDC has found that the percentage of long-term users increases
to about 30 percent of all AFDC recipients.

_The research shows that likely long-term recipients can be
predicted by certain characteristics, such as never-married status
for younger women and low education level for older women. For
example, one researcher found that never-married mothers under age
26 with a child under three constituted about one-third of all
long-term reciiaients and they averaged over 10 years on welfare.

The perceived problems reported in the research of welfare's
impact on recipient work efforts are

-- welfare with no work requirement allows able-bodied re-
cipients to receive welfare rather than work,

-- eligibility and benefit factors of welfare programs crea e
work disincentives, and

-- the system does not adequately address the obstacles pre-
venting recipients from becoming independent.

Researchers have studied these problems by evaluating ) the
impact guaranteed income payments have on work efforts, (2) the
effects on recipient behavior of benefit loss due to earnings,
(3) the effects of benefits more generous than earnings, and (4)
the effectiveness of work programs designed to reduce dependency.

Impact of Guaranteed_Incomes

Fears that welfare with no work requirement would reduce work
efforts were supported by the results of a large-scale income
maintenance experiment run in the late 1960'3 and early 1970's.
Called the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment, or SIME/
DIME, and sponsored by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, the experiment tested the thesis that guaranteed income
payments paid through a "negative_income tax" would cause re-
cipients to reduce work efforts significantly. A negative_income
tax payment guarantees a minimum cash income to families with no
income, and reduces the cash payment according to a specified tax
rate for each dollar of income.

The experiment consistently showed that guaranteeing income
reduced work efforts by a small amount. Thus, fears of a sizable
dependent population created by large-scale withdrawals of the
working poor from the labor force were discounted. The results of
the experiment are still debated. One debate centers on the
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effect mandatory work requirements would have had on the experi-
ment's outcome. The experiment had no mandatory work or job
search requirement. One researcher argued that had the experiment
included a mandatory work requirement, the outcome would have
shown increased instead of decreased work efforts.

Effepts of Benefit Loss Due to_Earnings and
f Benefits =ore Generous Than Earning_§.

Researchers argue that welfare may discourage work as a re-
sult of

excessive loss of benefits caused by earned income
benefit reduction rates),

abrupt loss of some benefits rather
ing off (the notch effect), and

generous benefits that make welfare
job.

high

than a gradual taper-

more attractive than a

Studies provide inconclusive evidence of the effect these per-
ceived disincentives have on recipient work efforts.

Benefit reduction rates are the rates at which welfare bene-
fits are lost due to earned income. Researchers argue that high
benefit reduction rates reduce work efforts because recipients
gain very little by working. There is a general dilemma over es-
tablishing benefit levels that provide adequate benefits, keeping
benefit reduction rates lOw enough so as not to be a work dis-
incentive, and still keeping welfare costs low enough to be
politically acceptable.

The effect of benefit reduction rates is illustrated in
table 2--as hours worked increase welfare benefits decrease.

The table also illustrates how participating in multiple
programs can result in higher benefit losses. In the second
example the benefit reduction rate is higher because the recipient
is in public housing. Earned income reduces benefits in varying
amounts in the various programs. AFDC benefits are reduced dollar
for dollar after subtracting allowable deductions. Food Stamp
benefits are reduced by 30 cents for each dollar of countable
earned income. Recipients enrolled in more than one program have
higher reduction rates because the same dollar of income reduces
benefits in several programs.
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Benef its received

Example 1_

AFDC, Food Stamp,
EITC

Exam le 2

Table_2:

Sene 't Reduction Rates_Caused
Ineased WOrk (January_ 1-9805 a

34%

avera e hours of work at minimu- wa e

44% 44% 51%

AFDC, Food Stamp,
EITC, Public
Housing 45% 61% 61% 69%

aThe reduction rates shown here are before changes to the AFDC
program by the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Under
these changes, the reduction rates would be higher.

Source: Congressional Research Service

Recipients can experience an abrupt loss of benefits_rather
than a gradual tapering off when they increase their earnings. An
AFDC parent receiving benefits due to unemployment loses all AFDC
and Medicaid benefits if he or she works 100 or more hours in one
month. If the parent works 99 hours or less, he or she remains
eligible for benefits. This is called the "notch effect" because
1 hour of work can terminate eligibility.

Some researchers have suggested that benefits in some
jurisdictions may be too generOus. A study of the New York City
welfare system showed that in the early 1970's, the combined bene-
fits from AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamp, and free school lunches were
more than what could be earned from many of the city's low-skilled
jobs.

Work Re_quirements

Since 1981 the focus of AFDC work program policy has shifted
from passive incentives to active interventions and stringent
requirements. At that time the administration proposed mandatory
workfare," which would have required employable recipients to

work off their benefits. Instead of a mandatory program, the
Congress, through the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
and subsequent legislation, made workfare and several other
approaches optional to the states.
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Th)rinciEpal types of programs establishedwere:

Work Irm_entive .(WIN) demonstration projects, which usually
offer a mixture of components, such as education, job
umrch, work experience, classroom, andcm-the-job train-
ing. Tke projects differ from regularWM programs
because they are administered by the state AFDC agency
rather tmhan the state employment agency. They also give
the statme more flexibility in designingthe program.

cznati_ii2I1LxArTtEitnce_nnErAlt (knowas workfare), in
which AEPDC recipients are required to work on public pro-
jects iri exchange for their AFDC benefits.

Job Sear=ch, which requires participantsto look for a job
ln a Strrucitured manner, either individudly or as part of
agroup in a "job club.

Work S- lementation, sometimes called aant Diversion,
w ich a__ ows the 16articipants' welfare grant to be di-
mted t:Ic-3 subsidize an on-the-job trainthg position, often
inthe =ix-ivate sector, which may becomemsubsidized
employmenit.

The potenti_zal of reducing welfare dependency through man-
datory wmt reqmirements is unknown because workdemonstration
projects are in their infancy and few useful ,waluations of com-
pleted pNjects are available. In an August 1985 report Evidence
Is :rnsufticient _-to_aupport the_AdministratioWsProposed Changes
to NFDC Work Prowcprams (GA0/81-85-92), we reported that while some
of- 3-7 ProjectS-r7criiewed showed encouraging interim results in
enhancing emplorTflent and earnings of recipients, their success de-
pended partly cm suc.th factors as high economic growth and adequate
financial suspor-t,, making replication difficult, On January 29,
1987, w e issued a report on our study of work programs begun since
19811..3

Family Unit

Research do4as not support the view that welfare encourages
two-parent famil aes to break up, or that unmarried women have
children in ordec to become eligible for benefits.

Are Famili zs Adversel Affected?

Conmerns ov,ir welfare's impact on family stithility have
stemmed largely rom the single-parent focus of AFDC. The con-
ventional wisdom in the 1970's held the single-puent focus of the

3Work and Welfar: Current _AFDC Work Programs and Implications
for Federal_22La2i, GAO/URD-87-34, January 29, 1987.
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welfre system might be cDntributing t marital dissolution. Atthe =ime, AFDC was largely conf ined to c)ne-parent families becausethe L=nemployed father program wasnot amilable in every stateand, where available, was so restactivef3 that few men partici-
patedi. It was believed that extending escoverage to two-parent
famil_ies would help stabilize marriages, . Currently about half the
state=s have elected the option ofprovtd sing AFDC to two-parentfamiL_ies when the principal wageearnet- is unemployed.

According to a 1979 report hy the hiniversity of Wisconsin's
Insti tute for Research on Poverty,exiat:_ing evidence indicatesthat providing aid tO two-parent famil tee- s in the AFDC-UnemploymentParen t program appeared to actually inOra ease marital instabilityrathe than stability. The research did not indicate why..

-Additional concerns about welfare I 5 impact on family
stabi'A-ity were raised in the 1970's Dy tl7Ehe Seattle-Denver IncomeMaintnance Experiment, which provided ortinimum guaranteed incomesto selected families. Initial amlysis a==)f the experiment datashowec3 that families receiving aguaranted income--similar tocash ,,.Jelfare payments--had higherdissolix_ition rates than did otherfamil-ies. Although Department ofHealtil and Human Services ana-lysts cautioned that the study findings wwere not clearly under-stood and may not apply to welfare familiiies, many researcherscontir-lued to cite the experiment (lea basa5is for concern about
welfa==e families' dissolution. Romer, recent analysis of theexperment data demonstrated thatthe expmerimental families didnot haave higher dissolution rates,

Sgome researchers assert_thatolfam contributes to theincreawsing numbers of unmarried nmhers b.oecause women with feweconomic prospects can achieve aleasur. of financial independenceby hav-ing a child. The few Studiuof th:Lis problem, however, in-dicate= that welfare has little impact on the childbearing rates ofunmarr ied women, even young unmarried lime:Jen.

It appears, however, that welfare does s affect living arrange-ments because it gives young mothersan ittncentive to form theirown hoaseholds. Research shows thatSinale mothers in high-benefi 1= states are more likely tolive ine5dependently, while singlemother=s in low-benefit states who are not living with a partnerare lL3cely to live in the home ofapareptrt. Research indicatesthat lziving at home may be better for soltem single mothers becausethey ae more likely to remain inschool cxpr go to work.
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APPENDIX I APPENDO I

WELFARE EVOLUTION AND LEFORM EFFORTS

Passage of the Social Security Act in 1935 began a continuirng
federal role in promoting the economic security of the nation's
population. The act established the first joint feieral-stete
welfare programs of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent
Children (now AFDC). These welfare programs were desdgned to
provide financial and health care services to thoseconsidered
unemployabledependent children, the aged, and thetdind. The
decision to create joint programs was an attempt topreserve sta-_-te
and local discretion over welfare.

During the 1960's the system expanded significantly with
creation of many new in-kind benefit programs as part of the G e. at
Society initiatives, among them Food Stamp and MedicuM, along
with others to provide assistance for education, vocational
training, and housing. Also, eligibility for older programs wes
expanded. In 1961, for example, AFDC eligibility was broadened to
allow states the option of providing benefits to unemployed
fathers and to foster homes.

In the 1960's the welfare approach began to stress servioqs
in addition to support, rehabilitation instead of relief, and
training for useful work instead of prolonged dependency. The_
intent was to help needy individuals become self-sufficient and
move them off the welfare rolls.

In the late 1960's widespread dissatisfaction with the desicg-gn
of welfare increased national interest in finding solutions to
many of welfare's persistent problems. Policy analysts believed
the prograins were fragmented, fostered wide variaticms in benefie-lt
levels, limited access to the system by the workingpmr in two-
parent families, and, because of the high benefit reduction ratee=s,
discouraged work and perpetuated welfare dependency.

In 1967 the Congress passed Social Security amendments that
tried to eliminate the work disincentives by allowimg AFDC recip---
ients to keep each month the first $30 earned and athird of all
additional earnings without losing benefits.

In 1969 President Nixon's Family Assistance Pmgram (FAP)
represented the first major effort to reform the welfare system.
It envisioned a single negative income tax payout toreplace the
numerous_cash and in-kind benefits. The plan offered a guaranteemed
minimum income to a family. Because the proposed payment level
was below AFDC payments in about 60 percent of the states, it WZIE3
expected that these states would supplement the FAPpyment so
that no recipient would lose benefits. The FAP had abenefit
reduction rate of 50 percent, a work test for determining_who $44EM3
employable, and provisions for providing some public service
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

iobs. It sought to cure some wel_fare problems by raisingbenefit
levels in the poorest states and extending benefits to twdarent
faimilies. In addition, it proposmed that the federal government
assume greater administrative an d,. financial responsibility.

FAP was not adopted because some politicians felt the
guaranteed minimum income it offe red was inadequate and others
disliked its expanded federal rol e and eligibility. _Debateover
na., however, led to legislation establishing two major welfare
programs--SSI and EITC.

President Carter's Program f-4or Better Jobs and Incorne(PBJI)
was another attempt at comprehens lye reform based on a negative
tnicome tax. It offered a larger -.4mnd more pervasive and intensive
job component. The cash componen-t sought to consolidate theAFDC,
SSI, and Food Stamp programs into a single cash system. 'he work
anponent sought public service e-cmployment for the primaryearner
in families with children and inc-r-eased EITC payments as anincen-
tive for private sector emplOymen. Thus, the program would guar-
artee income, cash in lieu of fooctl stamps, and federalize uch of
the welfare system.

PBJI was not adopted. Welfa=re recipients opposed PBX
because the public jobs component proposed to pay minimumwage
rather than higher prevailing rates. Labor was against thesame
prbvision because it would undercuat the wages of regular workers.
Business feared too many subsidizead jobs. The Congress didnot
like many of its components or ites increased costs.

In 1982 the Reagan administramtion proposed a major welfiare
reform initiative. The proposal'es centerpiece was a plan whereby
the states would assume financial and administrative resporebili-
ties for the Food Stamp and AFDC programs and, in return, the fed-
eral government would assume all cro.sts of the Medicaid progni.
Mis goal was not achieved. Consemrvatives feared it wouldlead to
utionalized health care. Liberal__s felt it would increasethe
already wide variations between state AFDC and Food Stamp benefit
levels.

In other proposals, the Reagm_ri administration sought 0(1)
tighten eligibility standards on a_ program-by-program basisiri
ader to target benefits to only tine "truly needy," (2) strengthen
=lc requirements, and (3) improve program administration. Mese
goals were achieved at least in part. Eligibility was tigWmed
inseveral programs--the most notaable being the AFDC program,
Wlere income disregards were elimiiaated after 4 months of aid.
Strengthened work requirements wer.we'authorized by federal lawand
adopted by many states. The most anotable administrative dhange
was the enactment.of a requirement that all states establUin-
ame and eligibility verification =systems for the major welfare
programs.
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Most recent welfare reform measures introduced in the
Congress have focused primarily on the work versus welfare issue.
Other bills have sought increased child care grants, with some
attention directed toward the child support enforcement program
and on new programs for children and teenagers.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

SELE

HOUSEHOLD UNITS rN THE UNITED STATES

FaR SEPTEMBER 1983a

Households
Pro ected

Variance--
standard
error
at 95%

cOnfidence

Computation_
Percent Percent

low high
range ra_LI_Ire

Count Percent

Total households 841755,548b 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00

Received AFDC benefits 2,646,530 3.12 1.76 1.36 4.88
Received SSI benefits 2,691,178 3.18 1.76 1.42 4.94
Received both AFDC

and SSI 249,995c 0.29 1.77 0.00 2.06
Received means-tested

cash benefits 6,896 549 8.14 1.71 6.43 9.85
Received Food Stamp
benefits 6,218,398 7.34 1.72 5.62 9.06

Received Free Lunch
assistance 4,698,208 5.54 1.74 3.80 7.28

Received Free Breakfast
assistance 1,602,464 1.89 1.77 0,12 3.66

Received energy
assistance 1,401,615 1.65 1.77 0.00 3.42

Received rental subsidy 1,383,010 1.63 1.77 0.00 3.40
Received public housing 2,276,087 2.57 1.76 0.80 4.33
Received WIC vouchers 502,437 0.59 1.78 0.00 2.37
Covered by Medicaid 5,311,852 6.27 1.73 4.54 8.00

&Phis information is derived for household units only in the United States during
September 1983. Excluded are what are termed institutional households, which are
not normally considered by Census as true households. The estimated percentages
were based on the sample 19,778 households in the Wave 1 SIPP data base.

ioWe are 95 percent confident the estimate of total households is between
84,443,465 and 85,067,631.

cSince some of the estimates are based on limited sample occurrences, use of these
estimates is cautioned.
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GAO WELFARE REPORTS SSUED--

1980 TO 1987

Title---

Public Assistance Benefits Vary
Widely from State to State, but
Generally Exceeded the Poverty
Line

2. New York State Public Assistance
Cost-Sharing Policies: Implica-
tion for Federal Policy

Millions Can Be Saved by
Identifying Supplemental Security
Income Recipients Owning Too
Many Assets

4. Income Maintenance Experiments:
Need to Summarize Results and
Communicate the Lessons Learned

Report
number

HRD-81-6

Date

11-14-80

PAD-81-11 12-16-80

HRD-81-4 02-04-81

HRD-81-46 04-17- 1

Lenient Rules Abet the Occupancy CED-81-74
of Low Income Hous ng by Ineligible
Tenants

HHS Moves to Improve Accuracy of
AFDC Administrative Cost Alloca-
tion: Increased Oversight Needed

7. Insights Gained in Workfare
Demonstration Projects

States' Efforts to Detect
Duplicate Public Assistance
Payments

9. Legislative and Administrative
Changes to Improve Verification
of Welfare Recipients' Income
Could Save MillionS

10. Food Stamp Workfare: Cost Bene-
fit Results Not Conclusive;
Administrative Problems Continue
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04-27-81

H_ -81-51 05-18-81

CED-81-117 07-31-81

HRD-81-133 09-17-81

HRD-82-9 01-14-82

CED-82-44 02-19-82
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Title
Report
number

APPENDIX III

Date

11. States' Capability to Prevent
or Detect Multiple Participa-
tion in the Food Stamp Program

CED-82-103 06-16-82

1 . An Overview of the wIN Program: 06-21-82
Its Objectives, Accomplishments,
and Problems

13. Does AFDC Workfare Work: Infor-
mation Is Not Yet Available from

1PE-83-3 01-24-83

HHS's Demonstration Projects

14. CWEP Implementation Results to PEMD-84-2 04-02-84
Date Raise Questions About the
Administration's Proposed
Mandatory Workfare Program

Better Wage-Matching Systems and RCED-84-112 09-11-84
Procedures Would Enhance Food
Stamp Program Integrity

16. Eligible Verification and Privacy
in Federal Benefit Programs: A

HRD-85-22 03-01-85

Delicate Balance

17. Overview and Perspectives on the RCED-85-109 04-17-85
Food Stamp Program

18. Federal and State Liability for RCED-84-155 04-25-85
Inaccurate Payments of Food Stamp,
AFDC, and SSI Program Benefits

19. An Evaluation of the 1981 AFDC PEMD-85-4 07-02-85
Changes: Final Report

20. Evidence Is Insufficient to HRD-85-92 08-27-85
Support the Administration's
Proposed Changes- to AFDC Work
Program

21 Federal Benefit Programs: A HRD-86-14 10-17-85Profile

22. States' Imp1ementation of the HRD-86-40BR 12-24-85
1984 Child Support Enforcement
Amendments
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Title

APPENDIX III

Report
number Date

23. Eligibility and Benefit Factors HI 86-107FS 07-09-86

24. Projects to Coordinate Services
for Low-Income Families

HRD-86-124FS 08-29-86

25. Service Integration HRD-86-1259R 08-29-86
Demonstrations Under the
1984 Deficit Reduction Act

26. Initial Results Show Valuation PEMD-87-75R 10-24-
Methods Differentially Affect
the Poor

27, Thirty-Two States' Views on
Coordinating Services for

H -87-6FS 10-30-86

Low-Income Families

28. Current AFDC Work Programs HRD-87-34 01-29-87
and Implications for Federal
Policy
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